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 is there a way to force the synaptics to always use scancodes 0-9 instead of 1-15? myron, I like the idea of using system->administration->hardware drivers ecka i have a ati radeon 2400 hd onboard video card i was running fglrx but it was too slow on my laptop, now i have been trying xorg and the newer open source fglrx and it runs super slow How do I add an NTFS hard drive to ubuntu? nickrud:
thank you... that is what i was looking for not sure what the ext3 option is :/ Would you guys advice me to upgrade to a second drive? I am only using 80GB hotmonkeyluv: as a partition? Dekans: yes, how? Andycasss: i would Myk0, if it runs really slow it's likely it's a driver issue hotmonkeyluv: do you know how to use a gparted live cd? hey everyone, i'm having problems getting my atheros based
card to connect to my home network.. when i boot up my laptop it picks up the card on my lan but says it's connected to the internet when i try to access any web sites, any ideas? but i wouldn't worry about space too much, as long as you know how to use it ecka so should i try fglrx again, or is it not supported anymore by the newer open source one? Andycasss: i use a seperate /home partition for /,

that means i have plenty of space how can i get my pc to go through a proxy so i can access the internet Andycasss: did you want to do a fresh install on the second drive? yes anyone know what I can do to force an iso to play in my dvd drive, even though I'm getting this error from the 82157476af
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